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Merry Christmas, Gentlemen. How to stop failing *as much* at
life and women
December 26, 2022 | 2 upvotes | by brightglowup

*Obligatory "Not All Men" covers this post. I won't be coddling anyone crying about generalizations in
the comments. If it don't apply, let it fly.
I can appreciate the nostalgic repurposed tones of the illfated Braincels here in /r/AllPillDebate ...
complete with the uber cringe males that force themselves to fit in.
I promise you, I understand you. Everyone wants to belong in a way and its not your fault you've been
programmed to depend on narratives meant to make you tools and not real people.
I post this here because Head Pick-Me in Charge claims I'm too hostile as a woman over at
/r/PurplePillDebate �
A sub that demonizes women with zero room for nuance and strategy. At least you let me talk so here is
my thank you.
One thing I can appreciate about YOUR kind is you may be bitchy but some of you listen.
To the points:

Blaming feminism is a cop out. You are free to cop out. But do it in front of women you're
interested in, you cockblock yourself. Why? No matter how correct you think you are, you present
as an impediment to someones autonomy. Lots of these girls arent even deep in feminism. You just
sound easily groomed by men who make money off you.
It is true that some of you have unchangeable, immutable traits that put you in a disadvatage in a
system you support. Is it high IQ to galvanize gorgeous, tall, rich powerful Chad's system just
because they tell you your penis makes you entitled and better than women? Its not. I'm not a man
so be intelligent and model after sexually successful men with YOUR phenotype. YOUR
limitations.

Some of you hate women so I am happy you suffer but the guys that are just frustrated at the unfairness,
trust me as someone who is the antithesis of the beauty standard and thriving. People are malleable. Its
not about getting the most lukewarm interested people. Its about pulling real fans of how you exist,
authentically.
I myself have simped hard for some questionable looking characters but that's because male ingenuity in
the properly motivated male is pure sex, untouched. You are not a woman, your poverty fapping sessions
cannot touch that type of lust.

The reason I hold no sympathy for manlets, framecels, dicklets and the like is because of the natural
order. 100% of the content all strugglers create hating on women fail to realize immutable traits in
WOMEN like dark skin, psychological and hormonal illnesses that hard set weight issues, poverty,
abuse, and lack of protection. I hold no sympathy but I understand. The way some of you carry on
about how we would "never understand what its like to be a man" while we get treated worse than
men is an ancient meme. We were groomed to center you then learn to wrangle you for our safety
and survival. I promise you you are not as complex as most of you think

What does that mean, in the spirit of gift giving?
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It means that the day you let your dream of living like Chad die is the day you make it possible to find
female counterparts that actually get you.
Stop talking women out of wanting to be around you or sex. Everyone has insecurities but manospherians
especially show up parroting nonsense by rote. As a woman talked out of connecting and who works with
women who tried, you are literally cockblocking yourselves. Stop

*Everything you are mad at women about comes from the actions of men. Cry bias all you want but
males are the limiting factor to which society abides. Your poor emotional regulation,
manufactured self esteem, rampant abuse as a class has created the equal and opposite reactions. If
you are smart, you see this, adapt yourself, and learn to vet and operate like women had to. Learn to
be a pleasure to be around. Be emotionally intelligent. Do you know how many broke, fake
empathetic men get further than most of u? And the real empathetic ones are a hot commodity
Stop basing your "self improvement" on getting sex. Base it on self love and dignity. If you have
nome, fake it til you make it. The mind is ridiculously pliable, thats why yall are such easy cash
cows. Imagine a day you like yourself instead of repeating the mantras of broken men who hate
men and hate you. Imagine liking yourself

It makes being wanted by a woman that much more intoxicating and validating. Because you can believe
her. Because you can see the good in you

Stop crying "feminism", especially if you're in the west. Ya'll are worshipping ideologies you do
not even follow abroad and it just makes you look like we should call the police. Stop harrassing
normal women about feminist theories. Most of us are just trying to live JUST LIKE YOU. Most of
us want reciprocal love and pleasure. We want to make you happy but when you pull your
manosphere bs, you come across as men who cannot think for yourself

If you would not like the conditions you demand from us, why are you asking us to do it? By virtue of
being illogical, you created a culture where being a wife and mother sounds like an L until a certain tax
bracket.
Go back to being people. Stop letting the unfuckables call you a simp and throw you off. They buy
"company" so pragmatic women will do the chore and lie to them about their desirability
You come across like you dont have sense or feelings but I worked with too many of you to buy that
really.
I'm sure I have more but this was my good deed for the year. I don't work for you, I work for women.
The more of you that are healthy and happy, the more of us are safe
One more thing. "Red Pill" was modeled after the hyperaggro, hypersexuality of disenfranchised men
who major cope was to dehumanize us women DESPITE us rescuing them from that same treatment back
in history. The kind that are gravitating to Red Pill now are the failed, fatherless, swagless outcomes of
the Red Pill of yesteryear.
Many of you have advantages they dont. Get smarter about strategy. Befriend based women you arent
trying to f. These men cant help you. We know by their skyrocketing s**e rate and third world, ass
buying copes.
Black pill, last I checked past the many inexperienced but book smart participants are an exercise in
nihilism most of u are not equipped to consume.
If you want to be happy, take a stats class, get therapy, accept what you cant change, and outperform
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other males where you can. Because that is the natural order
Cry about hypergamy? You are unfit..hypergamy gives you your reason to live
Depression, mental disorders, loneliness - ALL valid and treatable
Failing in perpetuity and blaming women? Moronic.
I am happy to respond to any sincere questions or lamentations. I will ignore all cries about
generalizations because god knows your lot doesnt give af when complaining about women as if we are
all teens from Sweden.
I wish you a Merry Christmas and trust that the tiny minority of you who cared enough to recieve this
post in the spirit it was written will find your way
To those of you who found this "too hostile" since this app is hypersensitive once its a woman being
direct, tough. Avoid based women
❤️
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Comments

I_RESPECT_WOMEN_420 • 7 points • 26 December, 2022 10:18 AM 

Sanest FDS poster.

brightglowup[S] • 1 point • 26 December, 2022 05:55 PM 

I'm not FDS. Mods hate my guts but I am in full support of the FDS audience. I think they can get
approximations of what they want so long as they are radically honest

Which is against FDS mod rules.

RatDontPanic • 2 points • 27 December, 2022 04:56 PM 

FDS is a known psychiatric shorthand for dangerously unmedicated.

Background_Beach618 • 2 points • 26 December, 2022 04:30 AM 

God I love a good ragebait

brightglowup[S] • -4 points • 26 December, 2022 04:39 AM 

This was actually benevolence.

I consider this group relatively harmless and at least some of the readers here reach out to me in private so
I'm sharing some things we discuss publically.

After all the bitching and the pouting, reality is its objectively good advice. We long use it and the payoff
speaks for itself.

Or you can pay some mid, aging male with mommy issues to lie to u about the way of the world and how
you too can live like Chad.

Lol I don't care enough to bullshit you so really. Merry Christmas. I hope things improve for u (unless it
harms a woman of course)

Electronic_Leave_477 • 1 point • 26 December, 2022 06:01 AM 

This was actually benevolence.

Right sure.

I consider this group relatively harmless and at least some of the readers here reach out to me in
private so I'm sharing some things we discuss publically.

Very unprofessional

After all the bitching and the pouting, reality is its objectively good advice. We long use it and the
payoff speaks for itself.

All advice you gave we heard years ago by men. You didn't come with anything original don't pat
yourself on the back.

Or you can pay some mid, aging male with mommy issues to lie to u about the way of the world and
how you too can live like Chad.

Better listen to him than suffer through this.
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Lol I don't care enough to bullshit you so really. Merry Christmas. I hope things improve for u
(unless it harms a woman of course)

Merry Christmas. It won't improve with your stupid post thanks for nothing. "Based woman"

brightglowup[S] • 1 point • 26 December, 2022 06:26 PM 

Very unprofessional

Lol are you okay? I don't work for you nor was I offering anyone professional services. Take it or
leave it. That's the magic of discernment.

All advice you gave we heard years ago by men. You didn't come with anything original don't pat
yourself on the back.

Good. Ignore my advice then. You seem to be thriving. Keep at that.

And lol @ you getting advice from men. The way you people speak to each other plus your
hypersensitive impediment where tone overrides message, I'm sure you took advice.

I gave zero advice I haven't lived myself and to be clear, 9/10, your tortured male experience is my
idea of a cakewalk.

Better listen to him than suffer through this.

Lmao k. Who can argue with you, the lOgIcAl sex �

Merry Christmas. It won't improve with your stupid post thanks for nothing. "Based woman"

Men being ungrateful is actually the status quo so I'll just take this as a signal of your poor
communication skills and say you're welcome

Teasing aside, the day you uncuck yourself from your elementary ideas of what it is to be a human
being, you unlock access to many amazing things.

If an ugly girl wanted to keel over and die because 10/10 male models wouldn't drop at the sight of
her, you would ridicule her for decades

Yet here you are pouting because the advice "be realistic, improve your image, find self worth so the
people who would actually want you for you"

Has you fangs out

Bless you. May 2023 help you find your enlightenment

No one wants to feel like an impediment so lol why u arguing with me instead of saying "I tried that
advice, it didnt work"

You probably did it wrong and if u genuinely didnt, its time for God tier copes

You need to learn from women. What youre doing isnt helping.

Besos

TaxNegative161 • 2 points • 26 December, 2022 08:49 AM 

This is a really good post because it has some decent advice mixed in with the flawed thinking that leads to you
being a decent translator for the incel adjacent. An example?

>Its about pulling real fans of how you exist, authentically.

This is good, but you just got done saying:
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>No matter how correct you think you are, you present as an impediment to someones autonomy.

So your advice is sort of conflicting, which will confuse and enrage the idiot, and set off alarm bells for the
people with half a brain. What do you do? Be honest and find the fans of the authentic you? Or lie and hope you
can keep it up until the sunk cost fallacy pays the bill for you? So yeah some clarification would be handy for
them.

This is really interesting though:

>I'm not a man so be intelligent and model after sexually successful men with YOUR phenotype. YOUR
limitations.

This sounds like really good and constructive advice but what differences in qualities will you find excluding the
literally impossible (example: distance you can throw a ball with your right arm for someone with no right arm
etc)? Genuine question if you actually have an answer. And what are those qualities? Everyone's answer is
different and reasoning for such stupid, so what you've just written is essentially at Barnum statement.

10/10 for this though:

>I promise you you are not as complex as most of you think

Fucking truuuuuuu lol. And nowhere even close to as important.

>Everything you are mad at women about comes from the actions of men.

Also true but completely unproductive. Meet people where they are at. These unfortunate people know the above
is true and still consider themselves failures. They need this delusion for now. Just drop this.

This topic deserves exploration:

>Stop basing your "self improvement" on getting sex. Base it on self love and dignity.

I saw a post the other day that went something like 'I DO SELF IMPROVE AND IT'S NEVER ENOUGH?!' and
i was thinking like 'for who? who you doing this for?' so I really think some meditation on this point will do
people good.

The rest is pretty common what they'd call 'blue pill' shit that they've all read a million times and distorted in to a
narrative that victimises them. I don't think you'll get much engagement. But:

>Stop letting the unfuckables call you a simp and throw you off.

Nobody is doing this if you're not in literally school and are a child. I've been an adult for just... so many years
and it is either a massive coincidence or adults don't say this to each other in real life because nobody likes petty
fucking dipshits who give even the slightest shit about who is / is not fucking and how much / little (that goes
both ways, thinking about how much chad is fucking is weird and stupid too). I find it so fucking weird how
many people lie about this shit.

Merry Christmas lol. Sorry this will be the most emotionally honest response you'll get :-D

no_bling_just_ding • 2 points • 26 December, 2022 10:33 AM* 

from the actions of men

partly true (and i could reverse it) but the more ultimate cause is natural and sexual selection of humans.

I myself have simped hard for some questionable looking characters but that's because male ingenuity in the
properly motivated male is pure sex, untouched. You are not a woman, your poverty fapping sessions cannot
touch that type of lust.

i tried to parse this paragraph with a dictionary but the use of "ingenuity" in the first sentence doesn't make a lick
of sense to me. "male cleverness/resourcefulness in a properly motivated man is sex"? the rest makes sense - you
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said fapping doesn't equal the lust a woman feels?

anyway, seems like your giving isn't really productive, but considering you're an FDSer, it's not surprising that
all you have to offer is some vaguely self-aggrandizing mud-slinging sophistry with a few bits of wisdom
inbetween. i never felt like the degree-haver was a pickme, though - quite the opposite - and whether or not i'm
single isn't really going to decide for me what i think of feminism. i'd rather not roleplay as an "ally".

brightglowup[S] • 2 points • 26 December, 2022 08:52 PM 

anyway, seems like your giving isn't really productive, but considering you're an FDSer, it's not
surprising that all you have to offer is some vaguely self-aggrandizing mud-slinging sophistry with a few
bits of wisdom inbetween.

I know men are terrible at communication with the opposite sex so, lol, I managed to be very flattered at this.

I'm not FDS. The mods hate my guts �

Read my other replies. The logical sex downvotes me on sight so my replies are limited to when I remember
to comeback from the Reddit wait times and I'm doing things while replying to u.

I do have one point of contention though. You consider my advice, that has worked for me, my demo, some
men in my demo, and men who reached out to me "sophistry"

Cool. I accept that.

What would you title the state of your existance right now though?

Senior at failing manhood and adulthood? CEO of the unwanted?

I don't know you or your life but the difference between how I approach life and what you're doing is you
will never be Chad.

You wont accept that there is an entire world outside of your p0rn driven delusions and so you're miserable
instead of cuddling with a woman who genuinely likes you. A women truly attracted to you. Likes touching
you. For free

Your entire modus operandi is based on stories more powerful men told to make you productive

After your tired misogynistic cope, you're still you.

When men like you ignore women like me, my toxic side gets fed.

You know why? Because you either wake up to how humanity works or your meme ideas of masculinity
destroy you. Thats not a theory, you have records now

I shared this for the one or two men who can see the value in radical honesty.

Misogyny is cope.

Your lot isnt doing well. But hey, female "sophistry" is both beneath you and untouchable.

Good luck with that �❤️

Happy New Year, love

no_bling_just_ding • 3 points • 26 December, 2022 08:54 PM* 

You wont accept that there is an entire world outside of your p0rn driven delusions and so you're
miserable instead of cuddling with a woman who genuinely likes you. A women truly attracted to
you. Likes touching you. For free

who said im trapped in porn delusions or that i even view porn

Misogyny is cope.
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no disagreement

I don't know you or your life but the difference between how I approach life and what you're doing is
you will never be Chad.

and water is wet and i have a Y chromosome and you don't so you aren't going to become chad either
(and since you use reddit, you probably aren't going to be a stacy.) what i do doesn't matter, my genes do.

I do have one point of contention though. You consider my advice, that has worked for me, my demo,
some men in my demo, and men who reached out to me "sophistry"

it's sophistry because it's nothing mind blowing it's stuff i apply in my daily life.

Your entire modus operandi is based on stories more powerful men told to make you productive

who? you think i give a fuck what some red pill shill selling me a bunch of bullshit for 149.99$ has to
say? or what some imam has to tell me about his vision of the afterlife?

When men like you ignore women like me, my toxic side gets fed.

okay. nickel of advice from the uh, CEO of MSTOW? you want your toxic side to die down, maybe you
should leave reddit to starve it, chief. or don't; i keep finding ladies on here who are working hard to be
as miserable as possible despite my advice and it baffles me.

HateSpeechFanBoy • 2 points • 26 December, 2022 01:11 PM 

tl;dr

Females are not responsible or accountable for anything

brightglowup[S] • 2 points • 26 December, 2022 09:17 PM 

tl;dr

Females are not responsible or accountable for anything

Low IQ

You groom each an every last one of us, from your fake ass religions to your garden variety misogyny, to
your dicklet online "movements" about how we are children, stupid, just holes, unintelligent, the list goes on

So how are you "leaders" in charge of everything good in the world.. until u fail at us weak little women

As the logical sex, it not too much to expect u to think your bitching through

Men are the limiting factor. Ultimately, if we do something you cannot live with, you take our life

Our ingenuinity in surviving you and your blockheaded clumsy ass hubris is not a failure of OURS. It is a
weak point of yours.

Its a man's world so the female sex, with all our autonomy, is a direct reflection of your effectiveness or
failure as men. Because while we birth you, you destroy.

That is the equilibrium

I already know what demographic you pout in, using the word "accountability" incorrectly but sir, this post
was a Christmas gift to help you should you be mature enough to digest it

It would be a waste of time to make a post BLAMING you when everyone already named the problem

Women are not accountable for your lack of sexual fitness or non-existant self esteem. At best, when dealing
with most of you had better perks, our skills at social lubrication helped you
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Look at the state of you the more you blame us

Unless you are rich or sexually attractive enough for women as a class to listen to you pout, you are but
another abandoned pained male

I dont owe you this insight the men around you OWE you but fail to give you

You HAVE OPTIONS but you need to drop your delusions. I am not on your side though, I'm team women.
Your self improvement helps my team. Your self hate helps my team

There is no catch here, you have nothing I want. Human to human, life can be soooo much better

And you will never find it by hating women. We birth you and we validate you. Even when you are divested
from women, we make life worth attending in this cockeyed paradigm the aLpHas call a system

You want to talk accountability? Start here. With reality. Its Reddit, its not like.I can see you be embarrassed
about your life so who cares.

Admirable_Bee_8714 • 0 points • 26 December, 2022 07:08 PM 

As a man living your life for the goal of attaining pussy is no longer the necessity it is - nor does it hold the
appeal as it once did.

puririnpa • 0 points • 27 December, 2022 01:11 PM* 

i usually troll here but:

''Blaming feminism is a cop out. You are free to cop out. But do it infront of women you're interested in, you
cockblock yourself. Why? Nomatter how correct you think you are, you present as an impediment tosomeones
autonomy. Lots of these girls arent even deep in feminism. Youjust sound easily groomed by men who make
money off you.''

feminism indeed ruined some of the gender roles, a lot of my female friends often dislike how ''feminist'' men act
because they see them as too unmasculine. for this reason feminism is also ironically related to feminists being
attracted to men who are ''too rough'' because the normie men began to forget how to act attractively masculine.

''The reason I hold no sympathy for manlets, framecels, dicklets and thelike is because of the natural order.
100% of the content all strugglerscreate hating on women fail to realize immutable traits in WOMEN likedark
skin, psychological and hormonal illnesses that hard set weightissues, poverty, abuse, and lack of protection. I
hold no sympathy but Iunderstand. The way some of you carry on about how we would "neverunderstand what
its like to be a man" while we get treated worse thanmen is an ancient meme. We were groomed to center you
then learn towrangle you for our safety and survival. I promise you you are not ascomplex as most of you think''

i do dislike both, sure some of those incels are often hypocrites who will bash black women,women otherwise
found commonly unattractive or low status, the thing is... the beauty standards that say you should be a dainty
innocent white or light skinned girl and ones that say you should be a 6'3 big framed muscular guy are indeed
coming from the same source, the overcapitalistic agenda that drives us to pay for plastic surgeries or other
unnatural bodily modifications to make them richer or them(the elites) spreading their personal sexual tastes to
the general population.

i'm female myself, by the way.

RatDontPanic • 2 points • 27 December, 2022 05:41 PM 

Everything you are mad at women about comes from the actions of men.

Translation: women are never responsible for their own actions.

Women like this are why I continue to mask up.
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brightglowup[S] • -1 points • 29 December, 2022 07:22 AM 

Translation: women are never responsible for their own actions.

Women like this are why I continue to mask up.

Lol wrong

Men are the limiting factor. Our adaptations are based on the danger of your behavior. Doesn't mean women
can't be horrible. It means these trends are a comsequence on what you do

You as men penalized and humiliated women who had sex too early. As a result, women withold sex.

You as men made being "wife and mother" a longstanding joke about lesser human being leeching off of
you. Infidelity to be expected and complaints of how worthless a SAHM became a running gag As a result,
more women decided not to entrust their fate in men and get educated and focus on other things instead

You dont get to both claim strongman leader (as a class) yet blame women for how they react to you

And I promise you this attitude will never help you. I can appreciate how depressing it can be for an
individual who didnt do these thinfs to suffer

But thats why "good men" always mattered. Too many negative males coloring societies perception of men
and it affects you

Don't pout. Adapt. You'd be shocked how much is available to you. Happy New Year

RatDontPanic • 2 points • 29 December, 2022 03:32 PM 

Don't pout. Adapt. You'd be shocked how much is available to you. Happy New Year

Pout?! LOL you think way too much of your insane rant. I'm laughing at you, you crazy rabid dog. All
that to justify why you don't think women should be held responsible for their own actions.

Stop posting these rants and get help. Seriously.

hutavan • 1 point • 31 December, 2022 10:23 AM* 

The reason I hold no sympathy for manlets, framecels, dicklets and the like is because of the natural order.
100% of the content all strugglers create hating on women fail to realize immutable traits in WOMEN like
dark skin, psychological and hormonal illnesses that hard set weight issues, poverty, abuse, and lack of
protection.

Those traits are not specific to women.

Dark skin - affects both, but moreso men than women. Ok, black women may be considered less attractive than
black men, but the opposite is true for other dark-skinned ethnicities like Indians. Generally speaking, women's
preference for white men is stronger than men's preference for white women.

Psychological issues - affects both men and women. Women are diagnosed more on certain illnesses than men,
but there are also certain mental illnesses where men get diagnosed more than women.

Hormonal illnesses - affect both, but I'll give you that it affects women more.

Weight - affects both. Perhaps men lose weight easier, but the same is not true about gaining weight. Building
muscle comes down a lot to genetics. Men also have a narrower range of what body types are attractive to
women.

Poverty - affects both, but moreso men than women

Abuse and lack of protection - affects both, but I'll give you that it affects women much more than men.
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